ABSTRACT A network aggregated of wirelessly connected vehicles is recognized as vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). Clustering in vehicular network is a technique among many others, which targets to improve communication proficiency in VANETs. In each cluster, there is one cluster head (CH) used to manage the whole cluster. All the communications are accomplished by the CHs, i.e., inter-cluster and the intra-cluster communications. The efficiency of a network is measured by number of CHs, load on each CH and lifetime of clusters. In this paper, a novel Clustering Algorithm centered on Moth-Flame Optimization for VANETs (CAMONET) is anticipated. This is a nature-inspired algorithm. CAMONET generates optimized clusters for robust transmission. CAMONET is evaluated experimentally with renowned techniques, such as multiobjective particle swarm optimization, clustering algorithm based on ant colony optimization for VANETs, and comprehensive learning particle swarm optimization. To assess the comparative efficiency of these algorithms, numerous experiments are performed. The results are accomplished by modifying the values of grid size of the network, the number of nodes in the network, and the transmission range of nodes. The speed, direction, and transmission range of the nodes are the notable factors considered for optimized clustering. The results indicate that CAMONET delivers near optimal results that develops it into an efficient method to perform vehicular clustering in order to improve the overall performance of the network.
I. INTRODUCTION
The collection of nodes for the temporary communication is called as ad hoc network. It has many types, Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) is one of them. In MANETs nodes are mobile which means that they are able to move free. Furthermore, MANETs are dispersed in various directions. Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) is main branch of MANETs. In this branch, network is composed of a mobile vehicular node. In VANETs the vehicles on the roads depict the network nodes. Intelligent Transport System (ITS) is a sub-domain of VANETs. Owing to the mobile nature of nodes in VANETs the topology of networks changes very often. This rapid change in network causes the connectivity and scalability problem. This research gap is well-considered problem now-a-days. Therefore, the research domain of scalability holds significant importance for network designers. In the last several years we have witnessed improved research output on inter-vehicle communications. Researchers are moving towards the new frameworks and methods to tackle the scalability issue in VANETs so that the connectivity of network can be maintained. One of the most vital research issue is how to cluster or group the vehicles. In VANETs, vehicles have the capability to communicate with each other. Vehicles gather diverse types of statistics, i-e; environmental information, road traffic conditions and transmit them to the desired destinations. It is the primary task of nodes to transmit the required information in VANTEs. Due to the rapid movement and mobility pattern, it is very hard task to distribute the data to desired destination. To tackle this problem, clustering/platooning is the eventual solution.
Clustering is the method to create combination of nodes for a specific purpose, based on the specified guidelines. Nodes can be gadgets, automobiles, mobile devices etc. These guidelines vary from one method to another. Due to this variation the technique name also changes based on the mechanism (guideline) followed [1] . Another definition of clustering is the nodes are grouped together that lie in the same geographical neighborhood which helps to make the network more scalable [2] , [3] .
In a clustering algorithm, clusters are the virtual sets. Each cluster possesses cluster nodes (CN) or cluster members that helps in electing or suggesting a CH. Every node which lies within a CH's transmission range is selected as its neighbors. In general, any cluster node can be nominated as the cluster head, but there are certain properties which might be more essential for a CH; so these qualities are considered while electing a CH. As an illustration, a CN with an additional 3G connection is much preferable to become a CH than all those nodes which lack this quality [3] , [4] . The size of cluster is influenced by the nodes' transmission range, and therefore the outcome is variable from cluster to cluster [3] , [5] , [6] .
The method to improve the performance by using the specific resources limitation is known as optimization. Over the last few years, the complications in solving a problem have amplified so new optimization techniques are required which can solve a problem optimally. Before the advent of heuristic optimization algorithms, the algorithms were modeled mathematically. The major problem with mathematical optimization methods is usually stagnation of local optima [7] . Consequently, this marks them extremely unproductive in resolving real world problems.
Population based algorithms, centered on randomization, contain two primary stages for acquiring better results that are exploitation (best solution) and exploration (unknown search space). MFO is employed for exploration as it utilizes logarithmic spiral trail. To solve complex optimization problems, MFO algorithm is an innovative nature-inspired optimization algorithm. Its inspiration is transverse orientation, the name given to the navigation approach of moths. A moth hovers by retaining a static angle, pertaining to the movement of moon. This is an efficient procedure for drifting in lengthy expanses in a straight trail [8] - [10] . On contrary moths are deceived occasionally by man-made or synthetic lights. Subsequently, a human made light is exceptionally near in contrast to the moon. However, retaining a comparable viewpoint to the light may cause a moth to move in spiral path with the light source and can become fatal for it [8] , [10] . MFO algorithm has two core advantages. Firstly, the local optima stagnation is avoided in MFO, whereas several other optimization algorithms like Genetic Algorithm (GA) still have this issue. Secondly, MFO has great exploitation and exploration which could contribute to outshine other procedures.
Mirjalili [10] proved that MFO has the capability to discover very reasonable results compared with other famous meta heuristic procedures like GA and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO). This is due to the two main reasons. First, the MFO algorithm has very high diversification and as a result it avoids the local optima problem. The other reason is the equilibrium of diversification and intensification is very simple and efficient in locating the optimal solution to solve real problems.
The No Free Lunch theorem [11] states that there is not a solitary procedure which can solve all the optimization scenarios. An optimizer achieving good results in one situation might fail in another. Consequently, new optimizer might perform well than the current optimizers in certain scenario. The above stated reason is the inspiration of this research. Here a novel nature-inspired algorithm for vehicular clustering (CAMONET) is projected which is motivated by the navigating procedure of moths which is called transverse orientation. The vehicular clustering has been carried out by considering a highway model. Different parameters such as the vehicle's direction, transmission range, grid size, the number of nodes in a network and speed of vehicles are considered. The simulation results are presented graphically for an enhanced analysis. The results of CAMONET are compared with other well-known meta-heuristics algorithms. The results indicate that CAMONET delivers optimal results which can be used in an efficient manner to create clusters in VANETs. Thus the performance of the network is improved as routing cost of the network reduces. The composition of the rest of the paper is as following:
Section 2 explores the works of heuristic optimization algorithms and their use in VANETs. Section 3 and section 4 exhibit the vision of this research and recommends the CAMONET algorithm respectively. Section 5 provides the experimental arrangement, outcomes, argument and evaluation. Eventually, Section 6 concludes the work and advocates numerous guidelines for future analysis. 
II. LITERATURE REVIE
ITS is playing an important role in the domain of vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs). It shows an exceptional variety of opportunities and challenges for routing [12] . Due to the mobile nature of nodes in network, the topology changes rapidly which causes the connection between vehicles to be short-lived and lossy. It makes the transfer of data extremely challenging [13] . Moreover, it affects the scalability issue of network. One of the solution is clustering which can enhance reliability and scalability in VANETs [14] . Apart from assistance in routing, clusters can also help in congestion recognition, entertainment applications and information propagation clusters of vehicles have multiple benefits.
Vehicles are following each other keeping a narrow space among them. With the intention of keeping network connectivity, these platoons of vehicles will create numerous clusters with other neighboring nodes or vehicles [15] .
There are numerous routing protocols for VANETs [16] . Vodopivec et al. [17] has carried out a survey on numerous clustering techniques for VANETs. Similarly, Cooper et al. [12] has compared different VANETs clustering techniques. Maximum methods ignore factors that influence performance of actual VANET applications such as environmental variations. Environmental changes can affect both performance and throughput in VANETs. Oranj et al. [18] have suggested a routing technique which is centered on vigorous MANET on demand protocol and ACO. These protocols consider environmental changes. For finding routes through graphs, ACO algorithm is a method which is accepted broadly. Most of the nature stimulated meta-heuristics algorithms search complete space with the population and make sure that ideal partition is accomplished. Additionally, VOLUME 6, 2018 one optimal solution is delivered by the single objective algorithms whereas the multi-objective algorithms provide the suppleness to choice the anticipated answer from a set of ideal answers [19] .
The number of clusters in a network ought to be optimized. Therefore, a clustering algorithm for MANETs founded on weight assignments, is recommended in [5] . In the Weighted Clustering Algorithm (WCA) [20] , a user would assign weights to each objective. In this algorithm CH are elected with respect to their weight. Weight calculation depends on numerous parameters. The CH selection procedure is nonperiodic on demand to decrease the computation and communication costs. The stability of cluster is a fundamental objective which clustering algorithms endeavor to accomplish and is also regarded as a means of measuring efficiency of the clustering algorithm. It is significant for the upper as well as lower communication layers as their performances will rise apparently by using clusters [21] .
The most widespread stochastic optimization algorithm is undeniably GA. It is intended to improve on the shortcomings of deterministic techniques. The fundamental achievement of GA calculation generally depends on the stochastic parts of this technique. The steps such as selection, mutation and re-production in GA evade local optima quite efficiently than the mathematical optimization techniques. The total average fitness of population becomes far superior as the generations progress. This is so because the chances of selecting and reproducing the ideal entities is far more than the worst ones. These two straightforward ideas are the important goals of GA in dealing optimization problems. There is no need of gradient information as GA only assesses the fitness of individuals. This makes the calculation exceptionally appropriate for tackling real problems comprising of unidentified search spaces.
After the advent of GAs, some renowned techniques such as PSO [22] algorithm, Differential Evolution (DE) [23] , Evolutionary Programming (EP) [24] and Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [25] were proposed. These algorithms are applicable in science and industry. Although these optimizers have attained near optimal results, there is still a crucial query, ''Can an optimizer tackle all the optimization challenges?'' The answer is no and consequently it becomes the inspiration of this research.
In the process of clustering the CNs and CHs are elected. For efficient networking in VANETs there should be reduced number of CHs and lifetime of clusters should be longer. Nevertheless, network clustering is an NP hard problem [26] so to find near optimal solutions swarm based optimization can be applied. Similarly, swarm intelligence algorithms, for instance, particle swarm, ant colony optimization, bee-inspired algorithms and many others, have been recognized to be efficient methods to address complex optimization problems [27] . This becomes the motivation of our anticipated work as clustering is performed using MFO.
PSO and ACO are considered beneath the umbrella of swarm intelligence. PSO is an algorithm suggested by [22] , which is motivated by the movement of birds. According to this technique, each bird in the flock is steered in accordance with the personal best and global best. They converge into a near optimal geographical position by using this method. Wang et al. [28] presented a PSO based clustering algorithm for Wireless Sensor Networks with the support of mobile sink. Virtual clustering technique is used in combination with PSO algorithm to enhance the network performance. ACO is being used for clustering by [29] . In this work, ACO has been used to find the optimal mobility trajectory for the mobile sink. A clustering algorithm for MANETS namely CLPSO was projected by Shahzad et al. [30] . It discovers the ideal number of clusters where each particle comprises the knowledge for its CH and cluster node. The parameters it considers are node transmission power, battery power consumption, ideal degree and node mobility.
Evolutionary algorithms are dependable techniques for obtaining multiple results in multi-objective optimization problems. Such techniques are intended to get numerous outcomes instead of just a solitary result. Several evolutionary algorithms have been proposed to operate with diverse procedures such as, the GA [31] , swarm intelligence and artificial immune system [22] , [30] , among others. As other evolutionary algorithms are applied for optimized clustering in both MANETs and VANETs scenarios [5] , [32] - [34] , so this encouraged us to employ MFO based algorithm named CAMONET.
III. MOTH-FLAME OPTIMIZER A. MOTIVATION
Moths are minute bugs that are almost near to the species of butterflies. More than 160,000 diverse kinds of moths are present in nature. There are two main stages in their VOLUME 6, 2018 lifespan which are larvae and adult. The moths have special mechanism to track the path in night. Moth flames follow the moon light. It flies with respect to the moon by using the same angle towards the moon. This mechanism is acknowledged as transverse orientation. It is used for the straight and long path travelling [8] , [9] . This method is also used for the straight line.
A theoretical representation of transverse orientation is depicted in Figure 1 . This procedure assures that a moth will fly in a straight line as the moon is immensely distant from the moth. Humans can also follow this routing technique. As an example, consider an individual who desires to go to the east side and the moon is in the south. If the moon is kept to his left, he can move in a straight line towards the east side.
Despite the efficiency of moth's movement i.e. transverse orientation, it is frequently witnessed that moths fly spirally near artificial lights. As a matter of fact, moths are deceived by man-made lights. The problem with transverse orientation is that it is effective when the source of light is far away but fails when the source of light is too near. When a manmade artificial light is seen by moths, they try to retain an analogous angle with the artificial light and try to move in a straight track; But as these light sources are exceptionally near in contrast to the moon, preserving a same angle triggers a lethal spiral trail for moths [9] . This is clarified in Figure 2 .
A moth will ultimately strike the source of light. In the next subsection, this method is mathematically modeled and MFO algorithm is presented.
B. MFO ALGORITH
In the anticipated MFO algorithm, we assume that the candidate solutions are the moths and their positions in space are variables of the problem. Consequently, the moths can fly in a 1-Dimensional, 2-Dimensional, 3-Dimensional or hyper dimensional area with altering their positions. As MFO algorithm is a population based procedure, Table 1 shows the steps involved. One point to be observed here is that both the moths and the flames are considered as solutions and both are updated and treated differently in every iteration. The real search agents are the moths that fly in the search space while the finest spot of moths attained thus far are represented by the flames. Put it in other way, the flames are regarded as pins or flags which are released by the moths while looking through the search space. Consequently, every moth explores nearby a flame (flag) and revises it whenever it finds a superior solution. A moth will not miss its best solution by applying this procedure.
The next section describes our proposed algorithm CAMONET which is the first endeavor to accomplish proficient clustering in VANETs by employing MFO algorithm.
IV. CAMONET: MFO BASED CLUSTERING ALGORITHM FOR VANETS
An ideal number of clusters in a VANET scenario mark the network more stable as the resources of network are effectively employed. Our projected algorithm optimizes the sum of clusters in the network. This is due to the evolutionary proficiency of MFO which empowers it to select the optimum number of solutions as it is efficient and appropriate for discrete and continuous variable problems.
Though the implementation of such algorithms is relatively challenging, these procedures are computationally inexpensive, specifically when competed with an extensive search to recognize the finest solution. As a result, these characteristics signify that MFO based procedures are successful for clustering in ad hoc networks, particularly in the scenario of VANETs. Table 2 is used to show the step by step working of the proposed methodology. The pseudo code is used to show the functioning of CAMONET. Initially the network of autonomous vehicles is created by randomly initializing their position within the certain region called as grid size. Next, the speed and direction of vehicles are also allocated arbitrary. The vehicle ID's are assigned for the identification so in the mesh topology of the network. Afterward, Euclidian distance is measured between all the nodes to form a complete distance matrix of whole network as shown in line 5.
The search space is formed by using the position of moths. Formation of search space is dependent on few parameters such as; dimensions, lower bound and upper bound. Afterwards, the fitness of moths is calculated by using the position of moths in the search space. The fitness values are compared with the previous iteration to form an arranged matrix in ascending order of fitness values. This fitness matrix identified the lower fitness value of the moth. Therefore, the moth position and fitness values are used to obtain the best flame score. This helps us to update the value of moth position accordingly as shown in line 11 to 16. Consequently, a linearly decreasing factor 'a' is used to converge towards the solution. The range of 'a' is [−2, −1], lowest the value of 'a' means better the chance to converge earlier. Finally, the convergence leads us towards the number of clusters required to form the robust communication in the certain criteria based on different parameters.
V. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

A. IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, experimental setup is depicted alongside a correlation of the outcomes for our accomplished investigations. The experimental results generated from our recommended CAMONET algorithm are compared with three other well-known clustering algorithms, namely, CACONET [35] , MOPSO [36] and CLPSO [30] . We have compared our algorithm with these algorithms as they are used widely in research. The experimentation reveals optimized results of mentioned algorithm. The CAMONET creates less number of clusters as compared to MOPSO and CLPSO. Therefore, the number of hops and packet delays are minimized. Due to this minimization, routing cost of the network reduces.
Less number of clusters will be created if the nodes transmission range is increased. The experimental findings demonstrate that anticipated clustering algorithm is compelling and versatile in contrast with different strategies and functions more successfully than alternate techniques in a VANET situation. The CAMONET algorithm looks for the ideal solution by optimizing the factors related with the vehicular nodes.
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiments are accomplished using MATLAB version 8.5.0 on a core i5 2.2 GHz processor with a RAM of 4 GB. The experiments are performed on four sizes of road segments: 1km × 1km grid to 4km × 4km network size. The total number of nodes is adjusted from 10 to 60 48620 VOLUME 6, 2018 while the nodes transmission range is also fine-tuned from 100 to 600 meters. The nodes move along the X-axis in a bi-directional manner. The speed of nodes is consistently altered from 80 km/h to 120 km/h. Besides CAMONET, some renowned algorithms for clustering in VANETs like CACONET, MOPSO and CLPSO, are also implemented. The simulation parameters are set similar for the four algorithms. Table 3 shows the simulation factors for MOPSO, CACONET, CLPSO and CAMONET
C. RESULT
For each algorithm ten simulations are executed, and their average is exhibited in graphs. Figure 3 indicates the number of clusters created in relation to the transmission range. The nodes are considered from 30 to 60 while the grid size of 1km × 1km is kept static. The transmission range is set from 100m to 600m. The results clearly depict that our proposed algorithm, CAMONET, creates less number of clusters when compared with other algorithms. It can be seen in Figure 3 (A) , when the nodes are kept static to 30, CAMONET produces the optimized solution. The outcomes of proposed methods overlap the existing technique CACONET when the transmission range is 450 and 600. This can be justified due to the randomness nature of the proposed methodology. In Figure 3 (B) when the nodes are set to 40, the results are still better. But it is clear from Figure 3 (C) and Figure 3 (D) , the CAMONET algorithm produces the best results. Figure 4 shows the number of clusters created by CAMONET, MOPSO, CACONET, and CLPSO regarding the transmission range. Here the grid size of 2 km × 2 km is considered. CAMONET creates less number of clusters in this scenario too. In Figure 4 (A) , when the nodes are kept static to 30, the results suggest CAMONET is still performing well when the grid size of 2 km × 2 km is considered. When the transmission range is low more clusters are created. This is since the nodes are distant to each other and each cluster comprises of fewer nodes. As soon as the transmission range increases, the nodes can find other nodes. As a result, number of nodes in a cluster increases and consequently the reduction in total number of clusters in each result is being observed. When the nodes are increased from 40 to 60 in Figure 4 When the node transmission range is low, it should be observed in Figure 5 , that the total number of nodes and the number of clusters created by other three algorithms is almost equal. The reason behind this is huge network area. Only CAMONET creates less number of clusters which prove its efficiency. Now we increase the grid size to 4km × 4km in Figure 6 . The network size has become huge so in effect while the transmission range is small, more clusters are created. In Figure 6 (D), at 100m transmission range, MOPSO and CLPSO create equivalent number of clusters as the nodes i.e. 60. CACONET creates 49 and CAMONET generates 30 clusters. It lowers down to 12 in case of CAMONET when the transmission range is amplified to 600m, which depicts the best result. We can also observe that in Figure 6 , the results of CAMONET are performing tremendously as compared to existing techniques. We can see that in Figure 6 (A, B, C and D) , the different parameters are changed such as, transmission range, grid size, number of nodes. The simulation result shows CAMONET is clearly providing the optimal results. By increasing the transmission range the number of required clusters decreases while by increasing the grid size the number of required clusters also increases. Therefore, the number of clusters required for a network are directly proportional to grid size. On the other hand, it is inversely proportional to the transmission range of the nodes.
This gives us the following two equations.
Where X shows the number of required clusters; Gs denotes grid size and Tr suggests the transmission range.
The next set of experiments tends to find the number of clusters with regard to the number of nodes while adjusting transmission range from 100 meters to 400 meters. Initially, the grid size was taken to be 1km × 1km in Figure 7 .
In Figure 7 (A) when the transmission range is kept static to 100 meters and the nodes are gradually increased, the anticipated algorithm produces the least number of clusters.
Similarly, Figure 7 (B) to (D) illustrates that CAMONET produces the optimized results.
Increasing the grid size to 2km × 2km the graphs are presented in Figure 8 . From Figure 8 (A) to 8 (C) it is quite clear that CAMONET is outperforming the other three algorithms. It suggests that CAMONET also accomplishes better results in dense traffic regions. Figure 9 illustrates the set of experiments having grid size of 3km × 3km. The transmission range is amplified from 100m to 400m from Figure 9 (A) to Figure 9 (D). Our recommended algorithm is surpassing the other three algorithms (CACONET, MOPSO and CLPSO) with huge difference. In Figure 7 or Figure 8 we observe the results of CAMONET are close to CACONET but here in Figure 9 , the difference is overwhelming.
One can notice the direct relation of the number of clusters with the network size. As soon as the grid size increases from Figure 7 to Figure 9 , the number of clusters also increases.
Lastly, Figure 10 demonstrates the results with the grid size of 4km × 4km. As this is a huge network, the distance between the nodes is quite large, thus the algorithms create more clusters. This advocates that grid size of the network is directly proportional to the distance between the nodes.
All the above results reveal that our algorithm, CAMONET, produces the minimum number of clusters which validate its effectiveness and flexibility in different network scenarios. CAMONET also generates better results in densely traffic circumstances.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The research work proposed a mechanism, CAMONET, which is based on evolutionary algorithm. In CAMONET, the clustering of vehicular nodes is accomplished proficiently and near optimal solutions is produced. The comparison of results with other renowned algorithms such as MOPSO, CLPSO and CACONET are also illustrated. Owing to the evolutionary competency of our algorithm, greater search spaces are administered, and the values of objective function are modified vigorously. The simulated results illustrate the effectiveness and flexibility of the methodology which makes it the finest among the algorithms discussed for utilizing in VANETs clustering scenario. The routing cost of packets is diminished by decreasing the total number of clusters in the network. The optimal number of clusters is created by the anticipated CAMONET algorithm. To extend this work in the future, list of objectives can be enhanced, and the number of nodes can be set dynamic. 
